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There are only two weeks of the season left 
and the first promotion / relegation issues were 
decided during this week.

Down Under And Out and Down By The Trent 
both secured there places back in the bigtime 
when they secured promotion from League 
Division One to the Premiership with two 
convincing wins, although who will be crowned 
champions is still undecided.

The Premiership is a little different. Egloshayle 
Park still top the table but are only 1 point 
above Red Machine as the two battle it out for 
the right to be crowned champions.

They may not have realised it, but FC Wazzy 
became the only side outside the top two 
guaranteed of top flight football next season 
with a 2-0 victory over The Perrymen.

ANY two from the following 5 could get 
relegated (although the final format for both 
leagues will be unknown until next season).

The Rising Deck and The Perrymen 
realistically only need a point from their 
remaining games to ensure survival but it is 
slightly more worrying for the bottom three.

Although dead and buried several weeks ago, 
draws for Rush Green have put them in a 
position where 2 wins AND 2 defeats for both 
Destroyers and Wanderers will place them 
on level points for safety with goal difference 
playing a part, but this is a LONG shot.

Realistically the battle is between Destroyers 
and Wanderers. Destroyers, play Rush Green 
and Wanderers in their last 2 games and 
could send them both down. For Wanderers 2 
draws may be enough as their last game, as 
previously mentioned, could possibly be the 
relegation decider in week 14.

In-Form Wazzy 
Ensure Safety

FC Wazzy  2    
The Perry Men  0

Many would view this as an end of season 
mid-table meaningless game but both clubs 
could have guaranteed premiership status with 
a win. As it went it was in-form Cup finalists FC 
Wazzy who grabbed all 3 points.

Frederico started the scoring for the home side 
after his long range effort found the target after 
31 minutes.

Horace Sandler made it 2-0 8 minutes into 
the second half to ensure Wazzy climbed to 
3rd spot in the table but at what cost for both 
clubs. Star players Terrence Crooks for the 
home side and Gary Lineker for The Perrymen 
were both injured.

Two ‘Downs’ 
Two Up

FC Wazzy
Enusre Their
Premiership
Status

More Premiership News Inside . . . 

2theleaguesupreme
Is This The Real
Warren Bonham?Fish

Anyone?

BUMPER ‘2 WEEK EDITION’SPECIAL

Horace Sandler celebrates 
his and Wazzys second 
goal in their 2-0 win 
over The Perrymen, 
which ensured Wazzys 
premiership status.

Week 12 and Down Under And Out and Down By The Trent get promoted to the League Supreme Premiership



Crunch Time
The Perry Men failed to secure their place in 
top flight after losing away to the Wazzers. 
McFletch was philosophical about the defeat. 
‘Well, with the cuts I’ve made to the squad 
and the injuries suffered we had to change 
our system. This backfired and bozwoz 
captitalised. We’re disappointed with our 
League place but quietly confident that we’ll 
still be playing premiership football next 
season’ The Perry Men now welcome league 
leaders EggShite Park FC to the lane looking 
to nick the point they need to guarantee 
survival. ‘We still hope to have some say on 
where the title goes this year, and although I 
have no preference we wil be doing our best 
to pick up all three points’

Two Little Too Late

The Rising Deck  2 

   
Rush Green  2

Rush Green are now looking the part, have 
gelled as a team but its a little too late one 
would fear. They are hanging onto premiership 
survival by their fingertips and did well to twice 
come from behind at The Orpheum to claim 
a point.

Derren Brown started the scoring for the home 

side in the second minute, firing home from 
distance. Premiership top scorer Kirkesaeter 
made it 7 for him this campaign when he 
equalised 5 minutes before the break.

Amazing Kreskin headed in a 64th minute 
cross to give the Deck a 2-1 lead but again 
this wasnt to last as Sammy Abell equalised 
with 18 minutes remaining. Time will tell if this 
was a continuation of the great escape, or 
simply a stay of execution.

Park Push 
Wanderers On The 
Brink

Egloshayle Park FC 5  

  
WestcountryWanderers 0

Park looked the part at Egloshayle Road 
as they disposed of relegation threatened 
Wanderers with ease.

Bale gave the leaders a 1-0 lead after a 
clever set-piece free kick after 16 minutes 
with Paul Rowe bagging his 6th of the season 
and Parks 2nd of the match just 2 minutes 
later. Wanderers defender Stan Sharrock 
put through his own net after 23 minutes and 
Theo Walcott made it an incredible 4-0 after a 

mere 26 minutes play. Veteran 
Bobby Stokes completed the 
half, and indeed the match 
scoring, when he shot in the area with 5 
minutes left of the first half.Wanderers now 
face a nail-biting end to the season flirting with 
a season in division one with two games left.

Machine 
Leave It Late 
Against Spirited 
Destroyers

Red Machine FC  1  

  
The Dark Destroyers 0

There was little to chose from the sides from 
opposite ends of the table in a first half littered 
with bookings. Eight to be exact. Title hopefuls 
Red Machine had most of the play but neither 
side mustered any chances.

The Red Machine faithful had to wait until 3 
minutes from time to ensure they kept pace at 
the top when Warren Bonham grabbed his 5th 
of the season, but a much more important 3 
points for Couchs side.

Destroyers now face a tense finale as they 
have destiny in their own hands. Win both 
remaining games and they stay up. Simple as.

LS Premiership reports and reaction
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LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Down Under And 
Out Up Up And 
Away

Earls Courtinas  0   

 
Down Under And Out 2

DUAO ensured promotion to the premiership 
with an impressive 2-0 away win at Earls 
Courtinas and made sure that Wookie 
(nicknamed ‘The Mouth’) can pit his wits 
against the League Supremes elite at the first 
time of asking.

Erool Stephens got the visitors off to the 
perfect start when he headed in a Vinnie 
Steele corner after 15 minutes, a lead they 
kept until half time.

Steven Simons made sure of the win and 
promotion heading in with 12 minutes left.

DUAO must now battle it out with DBBT for 
the title.

Celebration will 
have to wait
That was the message from the god like 
figure Wookie as he strolled into the press 
conference. 
“We’ve done it! We’ve secured promotion with 
2 games left to go! Get in there!!!!”
After doing a David Brent style dance in front 
of reporters, Wookie sat down and began to 
talk in a serious manner. 
“Of course it helps when you’re playing the 
Earls and Owen ‘the gay bear’ Campbell-bar 
doesn’t show up. Still with promotion won I 
can now turn my attention to the Cup and FC 
Wazzy.”
Reporters felt a chill in the room and imagined 
a giant red listless eye scouring the room and 
focusing upon FC Wazzy
“Hmmmm Wookie mused... They had an easy 
ride here in the first leg; I was too preoccupied 
with the league. Well they’d better brace 
themselves to face an onslaught come 
Sunday. No more Mr nice guy....that cups got 
my name on it and if anyone stands in my 
way..... they’re going to get hurt!”

Trent Back In The 
Big Time

Dynamo Des  0   

 
Down by the Trent  4

Down By The Trent backed straight back 
to the premisership when they comfortably 
disposed of Dynamo Des 4-0.

Ronnie Bergmann made it 6 for the season 
after 24 minutes giving Phil Jorys side a 1-0 
lead. Arthur Smith made it 2-0 on the half hour 
mark which gave Trnet a 2-0 half-time lead.

Zacharias Barkworth made it an impressive 7 
for the season when he netted Trents third on 
58 minutes and added his 8th and his sides 
4th with just 3 minutes remaining.

“mission 
accomplished”
was DBTT’s manager Dubebox Jury comment 
after his side gained promotion to the premier 
league, adding “this was more than we could 
have dreamed of at the beginning of the 
season - there has been talk of a cup double, 
but we will have to raise our game after the 
first leg which was a “golden shower”, they 
pissed all over us”

Lewd Loo-es

The Irons  0   

 
Lewd Lewes FC  0

Lewd Lewes could go down as the only side 
not to beat a managerless side in a game of 
little interest.

Corrigans 
Late Winner

Sexual Ealing FC  3   

 
Hell Hounds  2

Txanton started the scoring after 10 minutes 
when he netted for the Hounds to give the 
visitors the lead. Jimmy Page levelled matters 
after 19 minutes, heading in a Jimi Hendrix 
cross. Player-manager Paul Corrigan made 
it 2-1 to the homeside after 36 minutes only 
for Bill Westcroft to make it 2-2 just before the 
break, netting from an impressive free kick..

Both sides looked for a winner but it was 
Ealing who claimed all 3 points when Paul 
Doz Corrigans late long range effort winning 
the match with 10 minutes left.

Hounds manager Rose will be very 
disappointed with his side missing out on 
promotion and will look to make amends next 
season.

Red Snapper 
Anyone?
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Wookie Spreads 
Himself Thin
Yes recent rumours are indeed 
true. After a startling debut 
season and an expert ranking 
breaking into triple figures, 
DUAO’s Manager has been approached by 
one of the bigger clubs and asked whether 
he could help sort out the turmoil within their 
league. Don’t fear, I’ll still be around next 
season to claim the premiership crown. 

Mitch - I’ll get on the case with 2 managers...I 
have just the 2 reprobates in mind

Hold onto your 
hats.......
..............more contestants from 
planet Wookie!!!!!!!!!!!

“You couldn’t 
make it up”
said DBTT manager Phil Jory 
after hearing the cup draw that 
pits his DBTT against Egloshayle 
Park adding “the last thing I 
wanted was to be facing a titch mitch Semi”

DUAO Focus on 
League Showdown
DUAO Manager Wookie refuses 
to comment on the recent Cup 
draw. “My full concentration is on 
the coming league match against 
the Hounds. Unlike some teams, we’re not 
scared of taking on anyone in the Cup, but first 
I want our 3 league points safely stashed. 
It’s going to be a tough game away to the 
Hounds, they will be looking to salvage 
something from this season but it won’t be our 
top spot!” 

No room for 
Mabbutt
The Perry Men sensationally 
sacked long-time servant to 
the club Gary Mabbutt as they 

looked to ring in the changes prior to end of 
the season. Xpert Eleven reporter questioned 
the wisdom of disrupting team morale at the 
crucial end of the season. McFletch responded 
in an uncompromising manner, ‘He’s a fat cunt, 
and having diabetes is no excuse for playing 
like that week in and week out. We made our 
reasonable adjustments to accomodate his 
insulin injecting and Mars bar munching antics 
but enough is enough and now I’ve made the 
reasonable adjustment I’ve been meaning 
to make for some time’ Duane Portway was 
also sacked in a busy day for The Perry Men. 
McFletch added, ‘We’re always looking to 
improve our team and today’s changes are a 
firm commitment to the next season when we’ll 
be looking to strengthen our team further.

Sorry
In the face of several complaints 
from the Diabetes UK not to 
mention a possible employee 
tribunal McFletch was quick 
to apologise for his recent press statement 
‘I would like to apologise for my comment 
regarding Gary Mabbutts diabetes and hope 
that no offence was caused to anyone with the 
aforementioned disease. I accept that anyone 
with diabetes can be a successful football 
player. I did infact sack Gary cause he was 
a shit defender and the diabetes was not a 
contributing factor. Oh, and he’s a fat cunt.!’

McFletch has sent a box of fun-size chocolate 
bars to the Diabetes UK as way of apology.

Boss Slams 
Double Talk
Egloshayle boss has slammed 
reporters who have asked for 
comment regarding his sides 
double-winning chances.

“To talk of the double is dis-respectful to title-
challengers in the premiership and the other 3 
teams left in the cup. First of all there is DBBT 
in the cup, and for those of you who dont 
remember they are the holders and knocked 
us out enroute to lifting the trophy so I wont 
hear of any double talk from you or, god help 
them, any of my squad!” slammed Mitchell.

VIP for Cup
The League is under pressure to make the LS 
Cup more glamorous and less of a hinderence 

for teams after 
many bosses 
had dissed the cup this time 
round. Admittedly this has been 

from sore losers but the league has issued a 
statement that the LS Cup must not go down 
the route of the Carling Cup and be more like 
the coverted FA Cup.

This could mean that VIP membership will be 
rewarded to future cup winners with also the 
privalege of naming/sponsoring the cup for 
the following season. Also clubs publicly foul-
mouthing and dissing the LS Cup could be up 
infront of the league explaining their actions.

Mind games??
Wazzy boss paul Warren entered 
the shed for his weekly press 
conference in a good mood this 
lunchtime. “Thursday’s match 
against the iceman’s Destroyers will be a 
crucial and tight, but I predict here now, a 
victorious one.”
Strong words from a man who had been 
clearing cat shite from the Back Garden all 
morning.
“we know that they have some good players 
and can turn on the style when they want to. it 
is our job to not let them and the best way is to 
play our own game. We know that pound-for-
pound we are better than them and if we play 
to 85% potential, the 3 points will be ours. That 
said, we will give 100% until the final whistle.”

Warren’s confidence is clearly tangiable but is 
it warrented?? 

“After plying the iceman with pints of Carlsburg 
last night in a local village Inn, his plans and 
tactics for the game slipped out, unknowingly. 
And for those that believe in fate, I won both of 
my pool games (taking my run to 14 wins from 
16) while he lost one (of many) of his!!”

For Warren’s sake, let’s hope that the 
‘Destroyers, like striker D Dastardly who 
crashed his car after chasing pigeons, crash 
to defeat after chasing shadows around the 
Garden.

Grab’a Granny
Garth Redfearn was walking 
down the street when an old lady 
asked him to help her cross the 
road. He kindly obliged and was 
rewarded with a big hug and a peck on the 
cheek. He marched off whistling to himself and 
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In The Press This Week

feeling good, blissfully unaware that the old 
lady had stolen his wallet. Like most players 
today, he is hideously overpaid so his form 
was not affected.

I don’t always add these things but this one 
made me lol.

DUAO make Hush 
Puppies of Hounds
DUAO travelled to the hounds 
expecting a tough game but the 
hounds, for their part, rolled over 
and played dead.
Within 18 minutes DUAO had notched their 
first up. A wonderfully worked free kick from 
the league’s top goal scorer Ben Windsor set 
Vinnie Steal up for a simple knock in. The 
home crowd were stunned into silence while 
the hound whimpered through rest of the half. 
DUAO had a disallowed goal and 2 very good 
chances go wide before Ben Windsor made it 
2-0 on the stroke of half time. 
As the second half begun, any animal lover 
would have been inclined to put the hounds 
out of their misery, but DUAO showed their 
merciless side and refused to ease up. The 
second half was dominated by DUAO with 
wave after wave of attack. Eventually one 
came to fruition a beautifully worked piece 
down the wing by Simon Stevens sets Chesley 
Gellar up for a simple nod in past the stranded 
keeper.
A late goal for the hounds did little to console 
them and left the final score line at 1-3. DUAO 
are now all but guaranteed promotion but 
DBTT are still clinging onto their coat tails and 
the battle for top spot looks like going down to 
the wire.

Good tactics or 
coincidence?
Last night we reported on 
Paul Warren’s confidence over 
his team’s game against the 
‘Destroyers and feared that his 
words might come back to haunt him. But it 
appears he was right and clearly had a plan he 
knew would work. 
2 goals from striker Horrace Sandler and a 
screamer from outside the box from star player 
Terrance ‘Garth’ Crooks were enough to send 
Iceman’s boys ever closer to division two.

BUT... Whether this victory was down to great 

tactics and class of player, or whether the rare 
appearence of the sun in the first half played a 
major part, we do not know. Suffice to say, the 
away team did spend a lot of time shielding 
their eyes when facing the ‘French Door 
End’. Although, listening to the whistles, they 
may have been distracted by the occasional 
appearence at the window by the missus of 
the Wazzy boss who has a reputation for trying 
for the all-over tan whenever the sun comes 
out!!

Tactics???? Coincidence???? You decide.

Exclusive Chat 
with Shy Introvert 
Wookie
SL News managed to secure 
an exclusive interview with the 
quiet wallflower. DUAO Manager, 
Wookie on his thoughts before 
the first leg of the Cup Semi Final.
So Wookie, we know you’re a man of few 
words, but what do you think your chances are 
for the Semi-final clash with FC Wazzy?
“It’s a bit of the unknown for me to be honest. 
FC Wazzy look good on paper, but their results 
seem unpredictable. As their recent form is 
improving, I’ll be expecting a tough game. 
Once again we find ourselves the underdog 
against a stronger and more expensive side. 
But we’ve been here before, we are the giant 
killers remember? The slayers of the Red 
Army, and that should be enough to cast 
some doubt amongst their squad. Also Wookie 
Hole is no place for the faint hearted, so I’m 
pleased to tie the first leg here. We haven’t lost 
a home game yet - both league and cup and 
that should make any team feel uncomfortable 
coming here. The pressure is on them.
It’s my first season and, not wanting to count 
my chickens before they hatch, I feel I’ve 
accomplished what I set out to do – I’ve 
steered DUAO into the premiership – I just 
need to take 3 points from the last 3 games. 
The Cup has been a real experience for the 
lads and whatever happens from here, there’ll 
be no hard feelings.”

On the road
McFletch was clearly pleased as 
he walked into the press room 
with the smile of a Chesire Cat. 
‘I’m delighted with my players 
commitment, some will say that we were lucky 

to nick a draw 4 minutes into 
injury time but I think it showed 
our determination to fight until the final whistle’ 
Gary Lineker preferred to focus on the next 
away game against the Wazzers. ‘With the 
allegiances of both managers, this is probably 
as close as we get to a North London derby 
and I for one will be looking forward to trying 
to put one or two past them.’ Narciso Campelo 
was asked what he thought of the next game, 
‘Well I’m a bit worried, I hear WozzaBozza’s 
motto is ‘In Arse we trust’ so I’m a bit scared to 
visit his back garden’

get bent
Hewy Hewy Hewy where are 
you Hewy. HEwy had a piece 
in Prague. hewy is ere are 
we drinking in prague ! some 
bey. Not only was it a good weekend for 
Westcountry who had a piece of the action, 
Hewy the boy wanderer himself had some kind 
of piece in Prague with all kinds of vagrants 
joining the frey. He scored a brace with a 
couple of Gunners and then discussed signing 
the child prodigy Matt ‘Big Balls’ Smith for 
some midfiled holding action. 

love it

DUAO stunned into 
silence
It’s been a long time in the 
making but at last DUAO were 
stunned into silence by a superior 
side. It was a hard fought match 
at Wookie Hole, where DUAO had the majority 
of possession but were unable to breach FC 
Wazzy defences. FC Wazzy fired in a shot just 
before half time and managed to defend out 
the remainder of the game. DUAO Manager 
Wookie threw his toys out of his pram and 
stormed off the pitch missing the post match 
interview.
DUAO still need 3 points in the league to 
secure promotion and we wonder just how 
much damage, to team morale, this result will 
have?



Chieftan “Victim” 
of Underhamd 
Tactics
The chieftan was forced to 
acknowledge a clever piece 
of underhand skulduggery 
in the lead-up to last weeks 
costly defeat against rivals 
FC Wazzy. “I thought it was 
strange that “Sir” Wazzy kept on buying drinks 
on Tuesday evening but - hey - was I going 
to look a gift Van Nistelrooy in the mouth ? 
Not a chance!” he said, referring to a trip to 
St Mabyn city centre to engage in a critical 
pool encounter. “Unfortuntely for me - due to 
the large quantity of alcohol being supped - I 
had to make a dash for a splash and - in the 
minute or so that I was gone - the swine read 
and studied my team sheet and tactics for the 
crunch game on Thursday. It was of course 
my own stupid fault for leaving my book of 
stats lying around but I have to take my bowler 
off to him for a clever piece of investigative 
investigating. he has obviously taken a leaf out 
of my book! But fair play to him and his team. 
They deserved their win. We will now turn our 
attentions to this weeks game and they won’t 
come much tougher than a trip to title-chasing 
Rent Machine. But it’s the sort of game that 
we will relish and we look forward to pitting our 
wits against them.

All Quiet on the 
Western Front
Another poor performance 
from the League Admin - 
again no magazine! How will 
I get my sexual satisfaction 
this week....Hmmm Wookie 

stares at his beloved dog - Sorry Pete the Pup 
your number’s up!

Wookie’s Woolie 
Conquests
Wookie, have you done 
all the sheep already? I’m 
impressed, I thought that 
would have taken you 
another couple of weeks at 
least.

No time for 
complacency
Paul Warren’s pre-match 
conference from the shed 
was short, but important.
“We have had a good few 
games and it would be easy 
to fall into the trap of thinking 
that we are going to win 
easily against the Perry Men. Football doesn’t 
work like that!!! Our concentration levels, 
against a good team, need to be high until the 
final whistle. We will be tough, mentally and 
physically, but we will not allow ourselves to 
become complacent”.

These were tough words from a manager 
who trusts in ‘arse’!!!!!! And for the visit of a 
rumoured spurs fan, the front gates have been 
locked so the only entry into the Back Garden 
is around the Back!!

Cautionary 
tale of too 
much paper
During contract negotiations, 
Sheldon Cole receives a very 
nasty paper cut on his left hand. Despite the 
pain, Sheldon Cole is able to walk unaided 
to the treatment room where emergency first 
aid is carried out, and Sheldon Cole is later 
passed as fit to play by the physio.

D-Day at “Doom”
The Dark Destroyers face 
their most crucial fixture in 
their history this week when 
they face fellow strugglers 
Rush Green at the Theatre 
of ‘Hate’. The “Doom 
Merchants” were just minutes away from 
securing a vital away point at title-chasing 
Red Machine last week before conceding 
a cruel late goal. “It was - overall - a good 
solid performance” said full-back Fred West. 
“But unfortuntely we need to realise that the 
game is not over until June Hicks has at least 
cleared her throat, and we suffered due to 
lack of concentration at a crucial time. We still 
have a chance but we know that anything less 
than a victory against the “Greenies” could see 
us joining them in the “Blue Square” league 
next season - something we will do all in our 
powers to avoid!” West has also called in 
his sides supprters to turn the Theatre into a 
hell-hole for the visitors again. “We know that 
this place is the most daunting place for many 
teams to visit and we need them (The fans) to 
get behind us and keep the fight going until the 
last game of the season (which could prove 
to be a winner-takes-all relegation decoder 
against West Country wanderers!)”

In The Press This Week

I would like to ask all managers for, not only 
their commitment next season, but to also 
collectively consider who could join next 
season. The success of the league doesnt 
depend on the success of the managers, 
merely their commitment. This doesnt involve 
writing endless press releases, simply logging 
in and picking their teams would be a good 
start.

In the same breath I would like to ask 
managers who are finding it difficult to manage 

their teams due to time constraints etc. to 
help the managers who want to stay by 
holding their hands up and, dare I say it, offer 
their resignation. As much as I would like to 
have the same format I feel this season has 
highlighted just how un-inspiring it can be to 
have 2 non-existent managers and others that 
seem to log in once every 3 weeks or so. It 
is not a crime if you dont have the time (that 
rhymes) but it would be looked upon admirably 
if you helped those of us who are committed if 
you admit if youre not ‘up for it’.

As it stands a the moment the league will 
have 14 teams next season (2 less than we 
currently have). If thats the case then we will 
have 2 divisions of 7. I dont know how the 
website will decide it but it COULD mean that 
THREE get relegted from the premiership, or 
only ONE gets promoted from division one. 
So, as you can see, it is in everyones interest 
to try and find two willing managers for season 
three, which will start around 7 weeks time. 
We have all been warned.

Calling All Managers



Down Under And Out 0 - 1 (0 - 1) FC Wazzy

Although dominating possession, newly promoted Down Under And Out 
could not make it through to the final of the LS Cup thanks to a goal 
right on half-time from Bonaventure Libiih (!!??).

Reward for The Gardeners!!
With a much depleted side, with injuries to key players, FC Wazzy 
took a gamble and avoided an overly cautious approach to today’s 
2nd leg of their cup semi against DUAO. It paid off as their defense 
stood steadfastly to hold out for a goal less draw, enough to win 1-0 on 
aggregate.
“My boys did well” Said the Gardeners boss. “We knew we had a task 
on our hands today and we needed to play well as a unit. We created 
little going forward, but with our injury list increasing, the most important 
thing was not to lose. We pushed forward when possible and this kept 
the opposition on their toes and we restricted them to a solitary attempt 
on goal.”

‘Next, we look forward to a final against Hedge-hog-snail, hoping to 
spoil their end of season dreams of a league & cup double.”

Wookie Cries Foul Play
Wookie turned up to the garden to play his second leg semi-final Cup 
match. Although his team was allowed through the turn style, Wookie 

was refused access. Unable to get into the ground, 
Wookie was unable to advise his team on tactics who 
played remarkably well considering.

Wookie is said to be furious at Xpert11 for refusing him access to the 
game for nearly 48 hrs prior to such a big game. As a sign of protest he 
is refusing to give any more interviews - so something good has come 
out of it after all!

Brave Trent Go Down 
Fighting
Down by the Trent 2 - 3 (2 - 5) Egloshayle Park FC

Newly promoted Trent put up a brave effort at home to Egloshayle Park 
but it wasnt to be as the premiership side proved to be too strong.

Although 0-0 at half-time the match could have gone either way with 
Arthur Smith firing the home side into a 1-0 lead 8 minutes fater the 
break. Derrick Sawyer headed in 10 minutes from time to make it 2-0 
and put Trent within a goal of the final. Both sides had a goal disallowed 
and with Trent looking for that winner Theo Walcott dealt a killer blow 
with an away goal on 83 minutes. Merely a minute later and Svensson 
made no doubt when he equalised on the night and Craig Mitchell made 
it a comfortable 5-2 aggregate scoreline to keep the double dreams 
alive.

Semi-Final Results
Egloshayle Park FC 2 - 0 (2 - 0) Down by the Trent
Down by the Trent 2 - 3 (0 - 0) Egloshayle Park FC
Down Under And Out 0 - 1 (0 - 1) FC Wazzy
FC Wazzy 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Down Under And Out

Xpert 11
Sam Aiston - Down Under And...
Ben Windsor - Down Under And...
Matt Oakley - Egloshayle Par...
Terrence Crooks - FC Wazzy
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Theo Walcott - Egloshayle Par...
Mikey Grainger - Down by the Trent
G Boardman - Down Under And...
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And...
Arthur Smith (C) - Down by the Trent
Seth Bartlett - Down Under And...
   
Manager - CMitch - Egloshayle Park FC 
 
Top Scorers
1 James Hitman Heywood F WestcountryWanderers 3
 Jonatan McGibbon F Hell Hounds 3
 Ronnie Bergman F Down by the Trent 3
 Craig Mitchell MF Egloshayle Park FC 3
5 Theo Walcott MF Egloshayle Park FC 2
 Alan Shearer F Egloshayle Park FC 2
 Gaspar Aguado MF WestcountryWanderers 2
 Sam Aiston F Down Under And Out 2
 Kelsey Ballis F WestcountryWanderers 2
 Terrance Shutt MF Down Under And Out 2
 Randy Alford F FC Wazzy 2

The League Supreme Cup

Is this the real 
identity of lethal Red 
Machine striking 
partnership of 
Bonham and Bolam?



Wednesday 4th March 2009 - Week 12 (Mon 16th - Tue 3rd)    

LS Division One Stats

Week 12 Results
FC Wazzy 2 - 0 (1 - 0) The Perry Men
The Rising Deck 2 - 2 (1 - 1) Rush Green
Egloshayle Park FC 5 - 0 (5 - 0) WestcountryWanderers
Red Machine FC 1 - 0 (0 - 0) The Dark Destroyers

Xpert 11
Dick Dastardly - The Dark Destro...
Sammy Abell - Rush Green
Andrew Mayne - The Rising Deck
M Bushell - Rush Green
Theo Walcott - Egloshayle Park FC
Terrence Crooks - FC Wazzy
Neill Whyte - Red Machine FC
Ally Kazam - The Rising Deck
Neal Stamford (C) - Red Machine FC
Gary Burtenshaw - Egloshayle Park FC
Stu Parker - FC Wazzy
   
Manager - BillyNic - Rush Green 
     
Top Scorers
1 Widar Kirkesæter F Rush Green 7
2 Paul Rowe F Egloshayle Park FC 6
3 Dick Dastardly F The Dark Destroyers 5
 Justin Bolam F Red Machine FC 5
 Warren Bonham F Red Machine FC 5
 Gary Lineker F The Perry Men 5
 Kit Munroe F Rush Green 5
 Randy Alford F FC Wazzy 5

Week 13 Fixtures
WestcountryWanderers - The Rising Deck
The Perry Men - Egloshayle Park FC
The Dark Destroyers - Rush Green
Red Machine FC - FC Wazzy

One To Watch:
The Dark Destroyers - Rush Green

Rush Green HAVE to win this match for any chance of premiership 
survival. If Westcountry Wanderers beat the Rising Deck, then Adrian 
Mitchells Dark Destroyers MUST beat Rush Green or else both these 
sides will be in division one next season - more than likely it will go 
down to the wire next week !

LS Prediction:    The Dark Destroyers 2 - 1 Rush Green

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Egloshayle Park FC 12 8 1 3 10 25
Red Machine FC 12 7 3 2 11 24
FC Wazzy 12 5 3 4 1 18
The Rising Deck 12 3 7 2 1 16
The Perry Men 12 4 4 4 -3 16
WestcountryWanderers 12 3 4 5 -9 13
The Dark Destroyers 12 3 2 7 -6 11
Rush Green 12 1 4 7 -5 7

   
Week 12 Results
Sexual Ealing FC 3 - 2 (2 - 2) Hell Hounds
Earls Courtinas 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Down Under And Out
Dynamo Des 0 - 4 (0 - 2) Down by the Trent
The Irons 0 - 0 (0 - 0) Lewd Lewes FC

Xpert 11
Paul Corrigan - Sexual Ealing FC
Ben Windsor - Down Under And Out
Bill Westcroft - Hell Hounds
J Attenborough - Hell Hounds
Z Barkworth (C) - Down by the Trent
Joe Teale - Down Under And Out
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
Daniel Kibble - Down Under And Out
G Boardman - Down Under And Out
Arthur Smith - Down by the Trent
Arnie Mellor - Down by the Trent
   
Manager - Nzwookie - Down Under And Out 
   
 Top Scorers
1 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 13
2 Zacharias Barkworth MF Down by the Trent 8
3 Sam Aiston F Down Under And Out 6
 Carl Hardy F Earls Courtinas 6
 Ronnie Bergman F Down by the Trent 6
6 Joe Teale MF Down Under And Out 5
 Bill Westcroft MF Hell Hounds 5
 Paul Corrigan F Sexual Ealing FC 5
 Dave Grohl MF Sexual Ealing FC 5
 Ryan Chorlton F Earls Courtinas 5

Week 13 Fixtures
Dynamo Des - Earls Courtinas
Hell Hounds - The Irons
Down Under And Out - Sexual Ealing FC
Down by the Trent - Lewd Lewes FC

One To Watch:
Down Under And Out - Sexual Ealing FC

With promotion already assured Down Under and Out will either push 
for the title crown, or prepare for next season. Sexual Ealing ‘could’ 
push for 3rd place, a remarkable turn around for them since a few 
weeks ago.

LS Prediction:     Down Under And Out 3 - 0 Sexual Ealing FC

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Down Under And Out 12 10 1 1 31 31
Down by the Trent 12 10 0 2 20 30
Earls Courtinas 12 7 1 4 12 22
Sexual Ealing FC 12 6 1 5 -2 19
Hell Hounds 12 5 2 5 8 17
Lewd Lewes FC 12 4 2 6 1 14
The Irons 12 1 1 10 -33 4
Dynamo Des 12 1 0 11 -37 3

LS Premiership Stats


